I-Reporter Web Site

Please access to see more information for news, introduction, success stories and distributors.

https://www.i-reporter.com

Flow to implement I-Reporter

1. **Online application for brochure**
   - Accessing online application for brochure and introduction document in web site.

2. **Contact local distributor**
   - Local distributor supports to introduce and purchase I-Reporter software.

3. **I-Reporter trial**
   - Users can freely try it for up to 2 months. Please inquire from webpage of I-Reporter web site.

4. **Consultation by distributor**
   - Local distributor can propose how to solve the user’s trouble issues with I-Reporter.

---

No.1 market share in Japan

Reducing man-hour
65% for report work
ConMas i-Reporter supports to solve all problems related to paper form!

Current database paper report in Excel turns digital report while remaining merit of paper form. Old paper form workflow that we couldn’t change until now is finally possible to digitalize and improve work efficiency and speed.

With using iPad, iPhone, and Windows tablet, New style of "Field Report on site" with recording, reporting and browsing that integrates digital input and handwritten report.

- Current data-use paper report in Excel turns digital report while remaining merit of paper form.
- Library function allows browsing of related documents, operations manuals, drawing, etc. while report input.
- Offer the powerful functions and speedy operation iOS, Windows native application. Available to operate under cloud environment.
- Manage all report data in database. Automated cooperation with other backend systems is also simple. Necessary functions for authority management, input history and high security are prepared.

Need reporting work at office after operation on site?
- Is there a lot of additional works at office for paper report?

Values in paper report?
- Is there mistakes and omission?

Paper report workflow?
- Is it reducing work efficiency and sharing information?